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•POST INDUSTRIAL CANADA AND THE NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, 

Introduction 

In recent years advanced economies have been experiencing two 

interrelated noteworthy trends. The first is the growing importance of 

information related activities ,  in the eConomy„both in terms-of output' and 

employment. The second is the developMent and diffusion, at rapidly'falling .  

unit costs, of advanced telecommunications, electronics and related, 	- 

technologies.'  Concerns have arisen'with respect.to  the impact of these 	- 

developments on employment,'productivitY, economic growth and international . 

trade. 

The diffusion of the new information technologies has been raising 

widespread concern regarding its likely impact on 'overall employment and the . 

occupational structure. Will the application of the new technologies such as- .  • 

.microprocessors, result in massive labour -displacements,' either . permanent or . • 

temporary? Fears have been expressed, for example; that office automation- 

could result in widespread diSemployment of- secretarial and.cierical staff., 

Impacts of the new technology on the international division of 

labour are also of concern, especially to an open economy such as Canada. 

In the past, the production of electronics-based goods has tended to rest 

mainly with the U.S.A., and more recently, Japan. However, microelectronics 

is increasingly hypothesized to be a "heartland" technology, crucial for 

any country which wishes to maintain its international competitiveness. 

Should Canada as a nation be adopting an industrial strategy to ensure the 

application of these advanced technologies? 



In this article, we intend to address the issues raised by these 

developments by proceedingln the following manner. Part 

Canada and the Information Economy, will assess the importance of information 

related activities in the Canadian economy through an analysis of historical 

and projected employment trends. Part 2, 	Changes in Information Technology 

and Employment, will assess available evidence regarding the potential impact 

of the new information technology on employment. Finally, a concluding part 

will summarize the findings of the first two parts and will ,  raise other important• 

policy issues related to these developments. 
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1.1 Introduction 

The Information  economy is a frequently used concept to describel 

the process by which the economy Is becoming-more information intensive.  .The 

. term denotes that-the information input ià scent° be the key ,  factor of' ._ 

production. in this phase of economic deyelopment, in contrast to pre-indUstrial 

society which was primarily resource-intensive; and industrial society- 

-which is -, to a large extent. ., capital intensive. 

. Key contributions to the literature on the information economy 	, 

can be divided into two broad categories; theoretical and.empirical: In the 

former category, Bell(1), and Parker (2) focussed on the qualitative changes 

in our society due to the  new  technologies in information production and 

distribution. Bell compared the revolution in information technology tb  the 

 industrial revolution and asserted that developed nations are entering a new 

phase, a "postindustrial" society, where the most important economic activity 

1 
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is the production and distribution of knowledge. Parker emphasized the role 

of policy in the information sector - to control the development of technology 

for the achievement of social goals. Both emphasized the prohlMs with . 

the competitive  market  because of the Publié-good aspetts'of:information. 

On the empiricaLside, Machlup -  (3). and Porat (4) attempted to 

quantify the information sector in order to develop data ..for . the discussion 

of information . technology issues. Machlup,pioneered the,use of the national 

accounts as a framework for analysis. Porat provides an exhaustive account 

of the size of the information sector in the United States in 1967, through 

an extensive reworking of nhtional accounts and labour  force. data. 1-lis  results 

show that the U.S. is already an information based economy, that 53 percent of 

employee compensation of the civilian labour force is accounted for by information 

workers and that an estimated 46 percent of the U.S. Gross National Product is 

derived from the production, processing and distribution of information goods and 

services. 



Hefurther characterizes the United States as having - passed through 

'three distinct stages during'the>century from 1860 to 1960 baSed , on a dis-

aggregation of the econoffiy into four sectors: agriculture, Manufacturing, 

services and information. In Stage I, which lasted from 1860 to 1906,, 

agriculture  was the predominant sector  of  employment. Stage II, the industrial 

stage,-held reign for the next fifty years, until 1954, at-which time the 

information sector became predominant.  Et  remains the dominant sector in the 

current period, although Porat foresees its growth rate declining as the 

private and public bureaucracies become glutted. 

Of course the size of the information sector depends crucially 

on the definition of information adopted. Porat uses a very general and 

vague definition, namely, "information is defined as the bundle of activities 

that produce process and distribute symbols as opposed to things"(Porat 1976:2). 

Adopting this definition leads to extreme heterogeneity in the activities of the 

information sector and this heterogeneityleads to doubts about the centrality 

of some of the economic activities which are placed in the information sector. 

Canadian research addressing the usefulness of the concept of information 

accounts in described in Part 2, Section 4. 



1.2 The OECD Group of Experts  

• 	The work of Porat, despite itS arbitrariness, on the formulation for 

the'U.S. of a systeM«of national accounts designed'to highlight  information 

actiVities :,:has.raised widespread interest among OECD member Countries. 	. 

This interest'resiated. in the formation in 1977 of an OECD di-oup of 

Experts with the mandate to define the socio economiC dimenSions.of the - 

groWth of information goods and services'ancLthe'-roIe of electroniCS; tele-7 ' 

communications and related  technologies for advanced ecOnoMies, and to assess 

the feasibility of conStructing in eadh member  country  national accolints 

à la Porat which would permit international comparisons. The output of the 

Group of Experts work is to be a comprehensive report which will measure-the 

growth of information activities in member countries, in an internationally 

comparable manner in terms of information employment, employee compensation, 

and contribution of information activities to GNP (using value added measures). 

It will also analyse selected economic and social policy implications induced 

by  these developmenis such as productivity changes, economic:growth,.émpioyment 

consequences, and changes in.the international,division.of - .1abour. 

The Department of Communications as Canadian-representative to the 

Croup of EXperts has made a twofold contribution to the OECD's activitiés'in this 

area. First,.in co-operation with Statistics Canada, the Department has : 

measured the growth of the information economy  in Canada  through an.analysiS 

of the historical importance of information  occupations. The valueadded 'concept 

was not used'in this activity . because the.Canadian national accounts are not 

sufficiently disaggregated to.allow the:disentanglement of information from  non- 

information activities. Secondly, as previously Mentioned, Canada launched a 



study designed to test the usefulness of Porat's concepts in the context of.  

Canadian manufacturing. In the remainder of 

evidence concerning the growth of the Canadian information labour force. 

1.3 The Canadian Information Labour Force  

The data presented below show that Canada has been experiencing the 

same persistent growth phenomenon for informational occupations as reported by 

other advanced countries. In fact, Canada ranks second only to the U.S.A. 

throughout the post-war period in terms of the information share of occupations, 

when measurements are made in an internationally comparable (Note 1) manner. 

Parti  we will present statistical 
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Information occupations.  in Canada grew from 29 percent of the  labour.force 

in 1951 'to 40 percent in 1971.  Comparable  figure's for thel-U.S.A. are 3.0 

percent and 41 percent respectively. ThUs,it can be seen that the rate of 

growth  of the information labour force was roughly éhe same  for' Canada.  

and the United.States in this period. 	. 	A closer look at the 

components of the information labour force as depicted in figure 1 reveals 

that the greatest increase has taken place in the sub-category information 

'iprocessors, consisting of administrators, managers', supervisor's, and: clerical 

and related workers. By 1971, this group alône accounted for 25 percent of 

the Canadian labour force. 

: Figure 1. 	. 	„ . 	 . 	. 

	

CoMponents 2 of • the Canadian 	• ' • 	. 	. 

	

. Informal  on  Labour Force  (sée Note 2) 	. 
: urn-pui 	 : 	- : 

' 	' 	• 	'• 	''''.- 	. 

Total.Inform4tion . Labour Force- r 
35 

• 40 

30 

1-1 25 Information Processors 

,ormlt  to  1  

0 	 • 	1' • 	• 	 • 	• 

.1931 	194]. 	1951 	1961 	1971 	' 

Source: Statistics Canada, Çensuei data 1931-1971. 

Information Producers • 

Information Distàbutors • 

Infrastructures 



The industrial location of information workers in 1971 is presented 

'in Table 1. The figures show that information workers form the smallest proportion 

of.the economically active in'the primary industries ;  where they represent only 

9.7 percent of the work.force. In construction and manufacturing the proportion 

rises to 33.5 percent and in the service sector, information workers represent 

46.2 percent of the labour force. 

. 	Table 1  

Information-  Occupationsas Percentage of Employment 	, 

by Industry, Canada, 1971 	• 

PRIMARY INDUSTRIES 	9.7 	 SERVICE SECTOR 	 46.2 

I/ Agriculture . 	1.7 	 . Transportation, Communications 
and Utilities 	 48.4. 

Fishing and Trapping 3.1 	 Wholesale and retail trade 	45.7 	1/ 

We can also examine the distribution of particular information 

occupations by Mean's of Table 2... Information producers, Processors and 
11 

infrastructure occupations tend to have similar industrial distributionswith 

close to three-quarters of each'grOup being concentrated in the service sector,' 	11 

about one quarter in construction and manufacturing, and the residual in the 

primary industries. Information distributors, on the other hand,work almost entirely 

in the service sector of the economy. 

Forestry 	 18:3  

Mining 	 . 33.9. 	 Finance, insurance, real 

• 	' 
estate 	 90.9 	' 

II 

SECONDARY INDUSTRIES 	: 33.5 . 	 Community,.business, personal 
services 	 50.3' 

1/ 
Manufacturing 	36.2 	 Public administration and 

. 	defence 	 • . 	53.0 

Construction 	 25.0 	: 	TOTAL INDUSTRIES 	' 	• 39.9' 	. 11 

Source: Statistics  Canada,  1971 Census 	 . 	
' 	I/ 



Information producers 

Information processors • 

Information distributors 

Information infrastructure 

. 	 . 	, . 	• 	 . 	. 	Table 	2  . 	 . , 	. 
.Distribution of Information  Occupations by IndustrialSector, Canada; 1971  

Primary 	Construction 	Services Total 
and Manufacturing 

	

.25 	 71 	100 

	

23 	' 	75 	›100' 

	

4 	. . 	96 	100 

	

30 	 69 	100 

4 

2 

•• 

Source: Statistics Canada, 1971 Census 

What the figures in the  two preceding tables siaggest, is,..that —the 

growth of the information labour force is inextricably tied to the growth of 

the  service sector, We will'examine implications of : this observation later.  

in this section. 	 . • 



	

55:45 	 110,765 

	

64:36 	 95,790 

58:42 	 3,439,550 

	

70:30 	 5,187,375 

	

66:34 	 8,626,925  

With growing female participation rates in the labour force, it 

of interest to identify the contribution which information sector occupation 

have made to this phenomenon. Table 3 below presents comparative data for 1971. 

is 

TABLE 3  

Male/Female Participation Rates (Percentages) by  Occupation  

'Occupational  Croup 	 O 	 - Male/Female Ratio  
Total No. 	II 
of employees  

• Information producers 

Scientific professional, consultative 	 83:17 	 454,335 

Information gatherers 	 81:19 	 95, 735  

Market search and co-ordination 	 86:14 	 100,270 

Information processors 

Administrative and managerial 	 82:18 	 252,415 

Process control and supervisory 	 85:15 	 807,190 

Clerical and related 	 25:75 	 1,108,750 

Information distributors 

	

40:60 	 334,790 
Educators 

Communication workers 	 64:36 	 69,510 

Information infrastructure 

Information machine workers 

Postal and telecommunications 
• 

Total Information Occupations  

Total Non-Information- Occupations 
Total Labour Force 

Source:  Statistics Canada, 1971 Census 

From this.table, it is - clear that females are disproportionately 

represented in information occupations. Whereas womeh represent 34 percent of 

the economically active,-over-all, they represent 42 percent of tha , information 

labour force.. What - is of concern to  notais  that the female workers tend to be. 



clustered in occupations which. are most  susceptible  to repIacement,by new 

information technology. For example, theirepreSent 7 5 percent of 

the cleriCal and related catégory.which alone accounted for over 1 millien 

. workers or 13 percent  of the labour force in 1971. - 	• ' 

This profile of the Canadian information labour force is:useful _ 

for highlighting broad pelicy issues. • In summary,'we note that our.data show 

that there has been aPersistent growth over,time  in theproportion of the 

labour force who are information.workers. Secondly, the.sub-groupInCorporating 

,routine information handling occupations'has also been growing substantially,, 

to the point where clerical workers alone represented 13 percent of the 	• 

labour force in 1971. Moreover, female Workers tend to'be concentrated in 

this routine information occupation sub-group. 

As S. Peitchinis (5) has noted, the rapidly expanding Canadian labour 

force, with an average annual growth rate of 3.6 percent over the period 

1961-1974, has been largely absorbed by the service sector, which grew at 

5.8 percent per year to absorb the excess labour. By contrast, employment in 

industry grew at 3.4 percent per year, and employment in agriculture declined 

eta- rate of 2.0 percent per year. What is doubtful is whether these' 

trends can be expeeted to Continue in the future, with the service sector 

employment continuing to expand at a rate sufficient to absorb  the labour.fOrce 

growth, especially in-view of the suggestion that the new technology :will:reduce 

the labour - absorptive capacity of this sector. A review of : recent:forecasts and 

their underlying assumptiens is useful to gain a perspective on this .question. 

1.4 Forecasts  ' 

In the October  78 issue of ExecutiVe, John,Kéttle presented a fore-

oast of the Canadian economy to 1991 in a Very informative article'entitled. 

!!Canada as a post industrial society'W)This forecast is particularly interesting 

because it does not result from some arcane model but was.obtained froM a- 

the economy over  the relatively simple extrapolation of underlying trends in 



last 15. years. The reader is referred to the original article  for more 

details.  on the methodology used to perform:the forecast. 

Despite the simple methodology of the model the forecast produced • 

.by Kettle is rather interesting. It shows that if .the major underlying trends 

of the past 15 yearà were t o.  continue over the next 15 years, total ,output 

expressed in 1977 dollars will grow.from $158 million in 1976 to - 

$338 million in 1991. In other words, output is expected to increase at a - • 

higher rate than during the 1961-1976 period despite a further increase in the 

proportion of the service sector in total output over the period 'from  62%. in 

 1976 to 68% in 1991. DUring the same period the service  sectdr share of 

employment•is' expected  to  increase from 66% .in 1976 -to 75% in 1991. 

A forecast of the Canadian economy for the period 1977-1987 produced 

by the Ontario Economic Council (7) using the University. of Toronto TRACE model 

provides similar results. This model forecasts the share of output arising in 

the service sector to rise from 61% in 1975 to 64% in 1987. EmploYment in 

.this sector is expected to rise from an. estimated .67%  of' total  employment in 

1975 to 74.9% in 1987. 

In both these studies, the employment and output.forecasts are based 

on the continuation of .past trends. The OECD forecast,for example, explicitly 

depends on the assumptions that technical change is equally factor. augMenting, 

and that the technical change will continue to account for the same percentage - 

of the growth in output over the forecast period as,it did over  the  last two 

decades. Kettle notes that his output and employment forecasts could be 

altered by a signifidant changein service sector productivity or by declines 

in good-sector productivity. This - is precisely the question we Wish.to-

address: are we at a threshold of;a major technological revolution which will 



drasically,,affect productivity, particularly the productivity - of . services?' 

'If this is indeed- the case, what-will be the impact-on employment,  and on 

output? The next Part Will address : these questions in more'detail. 
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The OECD Scheme fordlassifying 'occupations as informational is More 
restrictive  than Porat's 

2 The OECD has adopted a variant of Porat's conceptual schene for classifying 
information workers, In this classification, the rajor categories  are  

INFORMATION PRODUCERS: scientific and technical workers,information 
gatherers 
market search and co-ordination specialists 
consultative services 

INFORMATION PROCESSORS: administrative and managerial, process control 
and supervisory, clerical and related 

INFORMATION DISTRIBUTORS: educators 
communieation workers 

INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE: information machine workers 
Postal and teleconnunications 
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(3) Machlup, F. 
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about the employment 
, 	. 

aAominant . . factor- 

informatio n .  

in recent.discns -- 

new effect of the 

Introduction  

Contern 

technology has been 

Two major .. opinions  have  been  expressed with 

respect to the- employméntHeffect  of the  new 	 tech- 

nology. First , it has been predicted by some that this new 

technology, particularly the application of microprocessors 

.1 /1  the demand for various - types - of labour Can be expected to . 

cteate seriouS:disruptions in labour markets and. could ,cause 

In,  this  section  We shall:attempt to assess the extentto 

'which this concern  is  warranted, 

eyidence Which can be brought to bear on this Issue.. 

, ,to an increasing range of 	 activities, could not onlY 

result  'in the replacement ofbluedoll'armorkers by - automated 

machines ' . but could alsothreaten_the:livelihood of 

a.large number Of, white collar.workersSuch as sedretaries; 

clerks and bank - teliers., 

It is also expected by many. that the new information 

technology will cause considerable change  in the  Occupational 

composition of employment. For instance,  While-the:demand for 

occupational groùps needed for the neW tephnology,,suCh. as 

' computer  ptogrammers, May continue tO . grow„the skills  of  other.- 

occupational groups coulcUyecdmeobsolete.- These , 	shifts . : 

major social and political problems. 

àions. 

and to review the available 



Although rather gloomy forecasts have been made about 

the-impact of the new information technology on employment, very 

little factual - eidence,has been advanced to substantiate. this , 

bleak outlook. Pessimists point to the virtually endless . 

capability,of the new technology, .as well,as to-the ordeal of 

some occupational groups, such as watchmakers and typesetters, 

as àvidence that the revolution . is already under way. They stress 

further that the service-sector which , has traditionally been. 

the refilge of displaced workers is now the mafor target of this 

new teChnology and that consequently the ability of the econômy 

to absorb displaced white collar workers will be particularly 

:limited.' 

Sceptic-s . feel that these fears are greatly exaggerated.. 

They contend that - although the new information technology' is 	. 

bound.to  cause somé disruptionsyhich are an inevitable conse-

quence of technological change, these disruptions are not likely 

to occur on the scale envisaged by the pessimists. They point. 

to the poor track record of technological forecasts in the past 

and how gloomy foreCasts have repeatedly been contradicted by 

events. For sceptics, this failure of past forecasts has reàulted 

from a gross, under-estimation of the' ability  of the  economy to 

adjust'to changes  as well as from a disregard of the socio-economic 

barriers to 'the introduction of,new-technology. They-remark, 

for instance, that' although electronic funds transfer and 

electronic mail have been discussed for more uhan 10 years 

•.. 
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they have stillt be implemented. Moreovér,.it is not'at'ali 

'clear to sceptics that the job creation capability of the new 

technology will not be strong enough to enable society to 

absorb the displaced workers. Finally, they point out that the 

'new technology could contribute to improving the quality of 

life to the extent that it will raise 	the standard of .  living 

of Canadians and liberate a large number of workers from boring 

and repetitive jobs. 

In what:follows, we shall.first examine under what 

conditions the' new information technology .can be expected to . 

- lead to technologicaLunemployment - and assess whether these 

conditions are likely .to be fulfilled.in .  practice. We shall - 

then consider the potential effect of this new technology on 

- - fac tor input  mix. For  this purpose, preliminary results - of a 

studY currently in progress in the Department Of Communications 

Will be reviewed. .-Finallythe.empirical evidence regarding - the impact 

of the computer on the demand for labour will be examined  and  its 

relevance to the present discussion will be assessed. 



12 Technical Change and Technological Unemployment  

Conceptually, the impact of the introduction of new 

technology on aggregate employment depends critically on the 

technical characteristics of the production process and on the 

nature of the innovations being introduced. 

The most important technical characteristic to be 

considered in this respect is the substitutability between 

factor-inputs, i.e. the ease with which one factor can be 

substituted for another in production. One extreme case is the 

Leontief
U 
 technology, a situation in which no scope exists for 

substitution. Factor inputs must be used in fixed proportions. • 

If this condition prevails and if the factors are not available 

in the proportions prescribed by the only technical process known, 

part of the most abundant factor is redundant and must remain 

idle, irrespective of relative factor prices. When the technology 

is "neo-classieal" on the other hand, and substitutions in produc-

tion are possible (there is more than one known way of producing 

a given output), factor prices will tend to adjust in such a way 

that the optimal capital-labour ratio will be equal to the ratio 

of the existing stOck of labour and capital, in the absence of 

institutional constraints. 

Also important is the nature of the  technical change 

being introduced. A technology . is said to bè "labour-saving" if 

less labour per unit of capital is required after the introduction 

of the technology than before. Hence a labour-saving technolàgy 



tends to increase the capital-labour ratio In production. 

Similarly; a capital7Saving , technology tends'to increase the 

• › 
labour interisit3flof production while a neutral technical change 

leaves  • the capital-labour  ratio unchanged. 

In .a fully employed economy , with Leontief techno- -  

logy, labour-saving technical.change will tend to create unemployment 

in the short run since less,:labour iS -required after the change 	. 

to operate the existing stock of capital. Similarly, a capital- 	. 

*saving technology would cause. part of the capital stock to remain ' 

idle in the short run. On the other hand, a neutral technical 

change -would not affect in balance the over-all use of factor 

inputs. 

If factor input substitution in production is possible)  

the impact of technical change will be significantly different. 

'Assuming that relative factor prices are allowed to vary freely,•

a labour-saying technology will induce a change in the relative 

factor prices Which'will tend to restore full employment of the 

factors. 

Consequently, technical:change  must  be labour- . 

saving for technological unemployment to.occur. • More -over,-factor - 

substitution in  production must be restricted either because 

• the  production  technology is Leontief, or relative factor prices 

are prevented from adjusting by institutional constraints.- However, - . 

 even if these conditions prevail, full employment can still be • 
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restored in the long  run thrOugh capital accumulation. That is, 

even if fewer workers are- reciuiredl)er "machine" after the intro-

duction of technical change, increased employment can le achieved 

by merely increasing the number of machines available''for produc-

tion. Both the constrUction and the use of these additional 

machines will contribute to increased employment.- 



2:3 The Longer Term Impact of the New Information Technology 
• on Employment  • 

• It was pointed out above that for technological 	. 

unémployment:to .ocCur innovations must be strongly labour-saving 

and factor input substitution in production must be'reStricted 

-for technical or institutional reasons. We shall attempt td-

assess here:whether 	these conditions are likely to hold in 

-the case Of the new information technology. 

There has been a long and heated debate over the years 

in the economic.  literature on the issue of whether. technological 

progress was dominated by labour-displacing inventions. Until 

the 19408 the 'preVailing'view among econOmists was indeed that 

technical change had a labour-saving bias. Although the debate 

on this question is far from over, an increasing proportion of 

writers since the 1950s have come to the conclusion (supported 

by a number of empirical studies) that there is no reason to 

expect a priori  that, on balance, technological change will be 

non-neutral. Indeed, it would be fair to say that today the 

burden of proof has been shifted to those who argue that techno- 

logical change is nLecessarily labour saving. 	 Tt hasbeen 

argued by some that the obàerved steady decline of the-capital- 

Output ratio in the U.S. over the last 	40 years could be an 

indication that technological change-has been  on-balance  capital- 

• saving d ur ing  

The belief in an inherent labour-saving bias in tech- 

nical change arises to a - large extent from a tendency to view.- 

that period. 



Therefore, it is not at all obvious 

technical 'progress as consisting solely of inventiOns in the 

narrow sense of the word rather than changes in .the production 

 technology. _ Indeed, When. one takes techniCal -change in its • 

narrow sense it is easy to find examples of labOur saving 

inventions (steam engine, radio, telephone, airplane), but it 

is hard to come up with cases of capital-saving improvements. 

However, if we think in terms of the production, process instead 

of inventions, instances of capital-saving: innovations are 

easy to come by. For example, any innovation which reduces the 

floor space required in production or lengthens the physical 

life of plant contributes to saving fixed capital. As well, any 

innovation which tends to reduce the stock of goods-in-process 

which must be carried for a given output (speeding up of 

machinery, faster handling of materials, reduction in delivery ,  

time, fuel saving) contributes to reducing the required working 

capital. 

why the new > information technology Should necessarilj  

balance,  strongly labour-saving when nné focuses on the production 

process rather than on the spectacillar inventions which 	too 

• often have monopolized attention in this, discussion.' 

Clearly, the new technology can be 

strongly capital-saving. The miniaturization inherent in digital 

microprocessors and optic fibre technology 	 • 

' will certainly contribute to reducing "floor space" .: ' Moreover, one 

can expect that the increaseddlirability of the new equipment will 

increase the physical life of plant.. 



Thère are also reasons to believe'thatthe new infor-

mation technology will .contribute to reducing .wrking capital. 

It  is indeed relatively easy to find examples of applications of 

'microprocessors which result in a speeding up of machinery, and 	- 

faster handling of materials- through automation. The potential 	• 

for fuel saving is also obvious. Electronic mail and electronic 

funds transfer could reduqp the fuel required-to.r-rensport regular 

mail. .Teleconferencing could diminish the.need to travel and to 

commute to work.-MoreoVer, the application of microprocessors to - 

'engines will improve the fuel consumption of aircraft, - cars„trucks 

and ships. . As a final example, one.can also expect that the use 	- 

of microprocesscirs in heating systems will save 	, fuel 

in office buildings'and homes. 

In summary, there does.not appear to : be,any:compelling 

reason to'presume that the neW information technolOgy:will-: 

necessarily  have a strong.labour-sàving bias. Th-isis an empirical 

-question and the evidence available so 'far  is,at best,scanty. 

Moreover, it is clear that.theadditionarnecessary 

condition of limited substitutability in production, which is 

required for technological uneffiployment to occur, is hardly 

- tenable in the longer run. Tirst of all, there.are more than 

one known production process in the production of most- - goods...- 

Indeed, extensive cross-section and timé-,.series ,empirical analyses 

in many countries do support the  substitutability:conténtione 
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Furthermore, even if fixed proportions prevail in some industries, 

changes in the aggregate capital-labour ratio can still be 

achieved through substitution in consumption if different 

capital-labour ratios prevail in the various industries. Finally, 

technological change often involves the discovery of new pro- 11 

duction processes. This by itself should increase the ease of 

factor substitution over time. 	 11 

In conclusion/ it would seem that we can reject with 

some degree of confidence the proposition that the new information 

technology ,will ineyitably lead to permanent and massive 

unemploymente  in the long run, both on the ground that it does not necessaril 

have a strong labour-saving bias and that .c.cpumipdpaeletn. a.djustments 

in the production process will take place through factor substi- 

tution and capital accumulation  oVer time. 

It is interesting to note that essentially the same 

argument was made by many economists when concerns were expressed 

about the introduction and diffusion of computers in the last 

two decades. For instance the U.S. National Commission on Technology 

Automation and Economic Progress concluded in 1966 that although 

technological change plays a major role in determining the parti-

cular workers who will be displaced, the rate of economic growth, 

rather than technological change per sej is the principal determinant 

of the general level of employment. Similarly, Taviss points 

out that "clearly, the introduction of computers into factory or 

office does displace some workers; but it also generates new jobs 

1 
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•and,by . stimulating growth, it helps to maintain à'high . léVel of 
. 	 • 	/ 	 - 1 employment in the soCiety"As well, toneman s main conclusion 

in his 1975 study on the impact  of computers on the demand for 

labour in the U.K. is that the effect has been quite small  and  
0E5 

is not likely ever to be large in the future. We shall review 

this study in more detail below.' 
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The Impact of thé New Technology  in the Short and Medium 

Term  

significance( Moreoyer, we shalL also consider 

In light of the above discussion it would appear that 

the possibilitY Of massive unemployment in the long run is a 

rather remote possibility. However, this conclusion may be 

of little comfortto most since in the long 'tun we'are all  dead, 

as  Lord Keynes has so rightly pointed out. Even if adjUstment.. 

-mechanisms exist  in the economy-whichwill tend to testore fulI 

employment over time, the speed of adjustment may . be  so 

slow that serious dislocations May vety well occur over the short 

and-mediumterm. This will be the case, for instance, if strongly 

labour-saving applications of the new technology are introduced 

very rapidly and if adjustment through factor input substitution 

in production ' and capital accummulation are sluggish. 

Many factors . can be expected to influence On the one 

hand, the rate of diffusion of innovations in the economy, and on 

the other, the speed of adjustment to technical 'change. In what follows 

we shall review some of thefactors which could be of 

other developments in the economy which are not directly related 

to the introduction of the new information technology; but which 

be expected to affect the employment situation over the 

next two deCades. 

There are reasons to believe that 	technical change 

may not always-occur as rapidly as -anticipatedby technologists. 

can 
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First of-all, even.when the merits of an innovation are-weIl 

proven, the diffusion of the new knowledge may be slow and it may 

take some time before bùsineSs firms . wili judge thair . existing 

plant. to'be sufficiently  depreciatéd to justify-the substitution 

of the- new technology for the old. • 

Moreover, business firms 	 . may face serious 

difficulties when introducing technical change, even when they are 

convinced that it is desirable to do so. Institutional barriers 

such as economic and social regulations may.reduce.their freedom 

of action and stiflechange. ' In.this respect, thagrowing concern 

about the burdén of regulatory constraints in both .  the U.S. and 

Canada is noteworthy. Another obstacle to change may .be . the 

resistance of workers.to changing their working habits and theLtn - 

hostility to new technologies which may  be  perceived as threatening 

jobs. In this regard, the benefits to be achieved from the new 

information technologies appear to be particularly dependent on 

the good will of workers and unions, as has been dramatically 

illustrated in recent years by the failure of the Post Office yet to 

. successfully introduce'technological change into its:Operations.. 

The speed of adjustment,to the intrOduction , of the • 

new téchnology will depend on how fast factor input substitution 

can take place over time  and  on the rate of accumulation  of  

capital. Factor input substitution can be expected to be rather 

limited in the short term since such  substitution in general'will involve 
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modifications in the production process which can 

be costly and time consuming. Moreoverl relative factor prices 

may not adjust freely bécause• of institutional barriers (e.g. 

minimum wage legislation, unions) and-distortions in factor 

input markets (payroll tax, tax incentives).' FinallY, the 

response of•workers to the new labour demand conditions may  be 

slow if'considerable retraining 	reciuired to perform the 

new tasks resulting from thé introduction of the nèw technology. 

The rate of capital accummulation will also play 

a major: role inthe adjustment process. :  In general, the.higher, 

the rate of capital accumulation' the faster Unemployment can be 

absorbed, since.an  increase in the capital-labour ratio will 

tend to increase the demand fàr labour in the econOmy.: However, 

. in ,the.short and Médium,term - capitataccUmmulatiOn will  be ' 

greatly affected by business cycle fluctuations. As a result of 

those fluctuations, the rates of growth, 

of GNP and of capital accummulation can xemain below their potential 

levels'for - considerable :periods of time. Thià may be the 

situationthatmost.'advanced industrial,countries are  now  experiencing. 

Consequently, there is  a,, distinct danger 1n this respect that the rapid 

introduction of thé new information technology-could have adverse 

effects on emploYment in the short and medium term,  in  light  of the  

depressed present state of our economy. - 	 • . 
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Because of the dependence of the Canadianeconomy 

on foreign trade (25-30%-of GNP), prodUctiVity can bé expected . 

to:be a major determinant of.,employment in the short and .medium 

tel'-m. In this respect,policy makers are faded with a real dileffima. 

• - If, on the one han4 they disceurage . the rapid•introduction 

of the new technology for fear of technological unemployment,' 

they may • ,induce a deterioration,in the competitivenessjuf,the- 

Canadian economy  and  this : could result in a loss of jobs. If, on the 

other hand, policy makerseimulate innovation too much, they 

face the danger of serious dislocation in the short run if the 

Jiew technology is strongly labour-javing, since the adjusting 

mechanisms are likely to be sluggish over that period. .However, 

lt is clear that the new technology could . _ 	• _ 

'have a significant beneficial effeCts on employment'if. it• contributes 

to stimulating ae.Canadian exports of processed-goods and services. 

Developments. other than  the introduction of the new 	. 

information technology will affect the- employment situation in 

Canada over the next two decades. In particulare further, 	increases 

in the price of energy and changes in Consumption patterns can'he 

expected to play a major role: 

An'increasing proportion of GNP has been devoted over 

, time to the production of services. This is because of the 

high income elasticity of the demand for - such services and the low 

productivity of the service sector. -  Indeed, concern has been 

expressed that the . Over-all rate of Productivity .  gain Will deCline, _ 
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over time as the relative size of this  labour—intensive  sector , 

 increases in the economy. This concern is in sharp contrast with 

the fear that the new information technology is "too  productive.Ini 4e.mle. 11 

-11mbeed, the apparent bias of consumption toward labour-intensive 

activities may very well offset in the medium term any labour- 

saving bias of the new information technology. 

If man is , truly a social animal, he will continue to 

give high value to labour intensive services and to devote, 

individually or collectivelye an increasing proportion of  •his 

income to such  services as  he .becomes more affluent. A world in 

which man will talk only to machines is hard to 

Another contributing factor here is the anticipated aging of the 

population over the next two decades. This will certainly induce 

an increase in social spending on health, an activity which is 

likely to remain labour-intensive despite the introduction of new 

technologies. 

The impact of future increases in the price of 

energy will depend critically on the relationship of this input with other 

factor inputs in production . Although the issue is far from 

settled, recent empirical studies suggest that energy tends to be 

a close complement to capital in production, but a substitute for 

labour. 	If these results are confirmed by sfurther studies, this 

would imply that expected increases in the price of energy could also 

help to offsetting any labour-saving bias which may.arise from 

the introduction of the new information technology. 

visualize. 1 
• 1 

1 

1 
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However, boththe direction and the strength of this 

effect need to be analyzed further before any 'Conclusion can be 

drawn.  with any degree of confidence.  In particular, increases 

in the price of energy are likely- to speed up the introduction 

Of the new  information  technology and .energy may.have different - 

- technical . relationships with different types of-labour and of 

capital. 
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Z 5 The Information Economy and Factor Input Substitution  

Knowledge of factor input substitution is important 

not only for assessing the over-all effect of technical change 

on aggregate labour requirements, but also for determining the 

differential impact that such changes may have on various cate-

gories of labour. This is particularly true if the innovation 

results in significant reductions in the prices of some types of 

capital goods such as computers and microprocessors. Firms will.' 

usually react to such changes by substituting the cheaper capital 

good (e.g. computers) for other factors. The effect on the use 

of the other factors will depend on the ease with which such 

factors can be substituted for one another. 

It appears useful, in the analysis of the impact of the 

new information technology on various categories of labour, to 

make a clear distinction between information capital (e.g. 

computers) and non-information capital on the one hand, and between 

information labour and non-information labour on the other. 

This is appropriate since the new technology is likely to have a 

differential effect on these different factors. 

In this section we shall examine some preliminary 

empirical evidence from a recent study conducted by the Department 

of Communications on the role of information activities in 

Canadian manufacturing over the 1948-73 period., This study 

which will be completed by the end of March 1979, will be part of 
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Canada's contribution to an OECD report devoted to the impact 

of information activitieeon the economy. 

- 	The work.of Porat In re-grouping.the D.S. national 

accounts . to  highlight. information activities, raised widespread 

interest aMohg 0ÉClimember cduntries. This interègt resulted in 

the formation  in 1977 of a GroUp of Experts with a mandate to • 

analyse the 'economicand social impact of informatiOn..-Telated 

activities:;and to ass,ess the feaeibility of constructing  in  

each member country national accounts là Porat which would permit 

international comparisons.. 

The position taken by the Canadian delegate, 

which was shared by many other participants in the Working Group, 

was that a clearer understanding of the potential usefulness 

of,launching such a, massive statistical exercisewas required' 

before proceeding any further.. In particular, it was fàlt that 

Porat's definition of .  information  was  too vague:and arbitrary'. 

Hence,.it was not clear what economic issues could be usefillly 

addressecrwith the eccoUnts once the data had been.produced. 

. 	In response to  this  concern it was decided that, in 

addition to the compilation of . already existing data on informa-

tion activities byStatistics Canada, the Department of Communi-

cations wohld launch a,study designed to assess the role of' . 

information related activities in Canadian manufacturing. It was 

hoped that,the 'study would not only provide an empirical test- 
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of the value of Porat's concepts but would also give some rough 

estimates of the substitutability among information workers, 

information capital and non-information inputs, following a defini-

tion similar to Porat's. This.second objective of the study 

appeared particularly important since such estimates of substitu t- 

ability would'be extremely valuable in assessing ,the likely effect 

• 	 . 
of change;in 

«
information capital .on employment. 

-  

Because of severe data limitations it was decided 

that a two-stage approach would be adopted in the study. The 

first stage involved using three factor inputs: information 

labour, non-information labour, and capital. In the second 

stage of the study, capital would also bedisaggregated into 

information capital and non-information , capital. Only the first 

stage of the study has been completed so far and will be discussed 

here. 

The approach used to assess the usefulness  of the 

distinction between information and non-information workers 

requires the use of fairly sophisticated econometric techniques. 

It involves, in particular, the estimation of a production 

function for Canadian manufacturing and the application of certain 

statistical tests of "separability" of the factor inputs. The 

hypothesis to be tested is that the production process is better 

explained statistically by separating information and non-informa-

tion labour, than by treating labour as a single aggregate as is 

often done in production function estimations. 
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Although the resUlts obtained in this study are still 

preliminary,..they suggest that there is a significant increase in 

explanatory power (from a àtatistical point of view) when a dis-

tinction is made between  information and non-information labour. 

Moreover, there are.indicatioris that further improvements are likely 

to be obtained when  the distinction between information and non-

information capital is implemehted. 

The preliminary results of the study are also note-

worthy with respect to factor substitutability. Although informa- 

tion labour and non-information labour are close substitutes in 

production, information labour is a.compleMent to machinery and 

equipment, whereas ,non-information labour is a substitute. Conf id- 

snce in these results .is strengthened by the fact that they are 

consistent throughout the entire 25 year period. MOreover,- their, 

remarkable agreement with the results of a study of U.S. manufacturing 

in which a distinction is made betWeen production and non-production 

8 workers is also interesting. The similarity of' results between 

the two studies seems to point to  an important structural charac7 

teristic in manufacturingwhich is not captured when labour-is -

treated as' an aggregate. 

An important implication of these results is with 

respect,to the impact of a change in the capital 'service price on 

employment.,'They suggest.that a fall in the relative price Of 

capital services may stimulate the demand for 	' 
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information labour, and  reduce the demand for non-information 

labour. Such a -change in price, which could he caused by technO- 

logical progress in the capital good industries, will lead to an 

increase in the proportion of information to non-information 

labour. 

These results appear consistent with experience over 

the 1948-73 period in which a large increase in the proportion of 

information labour has been experienced. Clearly, a distinction 

between information and non-information capital would increase 

significantly ,  our understanding of the process and enable us to 

track down more precisely the impact of technological change in 

information capital 	 (such as computers) on employment. 

However, even when the second part of this study is completed, 

major gaps will remain in our understanding of the impact of the 

new information technology on employment since the information 

labour group is itself too aggregate. Indeed, some categories of 

information workers (e.g. computer programmers) tend to be complementary 

to information capital. On the other hand, other groups among 

information workers, such as clerks and secretaries are likely 

to be substitutes. However, we can only make conjectures at this 

time since there are limits to the substitution process. Advances 

in user-oriented software will increase the accessibility of 

computer to non-programmer information workers. This may cause a 

substitution of non-programmer information workers for computer 

programmers. It is clear that a more detailed analysis of all these 
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issues will be required before.a morà-definite assessment Can be 

achieved. However,some analogles-tan.be drawn from available 

eMpirical evidence pertaining to the introduction  of .:third gen- 

eration,computers.This will be discussed in the next section. 
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2.6 The Effect of Computers on the Demand for Labour  

Although very little empirical Evidence exists so far 

on the impact of microprocessors on employment, some inferences 

can be drawn from some of the studies which have been made in 

recent years on the effect of third generation computers on the 

demand for labour. The discussion will focus here on one of the 

most recent of such Studies published by P. Stoneman in the September 

1975 issue of the Economic Journal
9

In this paper, the author, taking 

the U.K. as an example, first compares a highly computerized economy with a 

non-computerized economy in order to assess the longer term impact 

of the introduction of third generation computers on the demand 

for labour. In the second part of the study, Stoneman analyzes 

the changes along the transition path, as the economy approaches 

full computerization. 

The data Used in the paper were obtained from two 

surveys of computers in offices conductedin 1965 and 1972 by the 

British Ministry of Labour (1965) and the Department of Employment 

(1972). In the 1965 survey,  estimates were made of the entire staff 

which would have been required to cope with the expansion of 

' business if EDP facilities had not been available to deal with it, 

and of the positions which were actually discontinued as a result 

of the introduction of the computer. These  figures tend to 

over-estimate the manpower displaced to . the extent that they include 
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work that would  not  have been dône- without- a computer. 1.1oweVer,. 	. 

this effect was judged to. be small:and ignored in the - analysis. • In 

the 1972 study, managers- of those installations that.had a computer-

for more than.two'years were asked how many additional  office  workers 

would have beenrequired-to maintain the level of business without the 

computer. 

'Information on jobs created by.EDP7.related.actiyities was • 

also obtained-from. the Computers-in-Offices Survey. Moreover, data on 

labour usage in computer construction were nbtained from the-Census of - 

Production  as  well as data on labour usage in office machinery construc-

tion, to account for the replacement of Office machinery by computers.' ' 

The results of the.analysis suggest that the net labour 

saving which would have resulted from full computerization in 1970 (as 

compaired to non-computerization) amounted to only 0.87 percent of the 

1970 labour force. This is based on the assumption that about 72 per 

cent of machines at that time were produced in the U.K. 

If these estimates. are any indication; the potential . impact 

.of third generation computers on employment>haa been minor to date. ' 

Moreover,'it is 'worth pointing out:that as late as 1970 onIy'54 percent 

of the satiation stock of third generation' computers .was: installed, ac-

cording to Stoneman's analysis', Consequently, the actual effect was - even 

much sMaller than the potential effeCt. 	: 

.Stoneman turns his.attention in the second part of his paper 

to the estimation of the actual - effect on labour demand. The - results of . 

the analysis.suggests that up to the mid 1960s .the computerization .  process 
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was creating more jobs in the U.K. than it was displacing workers, 

because of the high rate of diffusion. After that date the labour savings 

tends gradually to dominate, as the diffusion rate tapers off. Stoneman 

estimates that by 1978 the net labour-saving effects should amount to about' 

250,000 jobs or about 1 per cent of the labour force. He concludes that the 

impact of computers on the demand for labour is small and is not even likely 

to be large. 

As the author admits, his analysis is based on a number of 	.  

Yi  heroic simplifying assumptions, particularly with respect to the heterogeneit 

of computers and their uses. Consequently, we are warned that the results 
II 

which have been obtained should be considered as order of magnitude only. 

Although Stoneman's results are rather encouraging, it is clear 

that the British experience cannot be transposed to'Canada without qualifica-

tion. First of all, the labour creation resulting from computer construction 

is likely to be smaller in this country than in the U.K. Moreover, because 

of the branch-plant nature of the Canadian economy it may very well be that 

same job creation in computer usage has tended to take place abroad in the 

headquarters of foreign-owned companies, while the job losses take place in 

Canada. Finally, Stoneman's analysis'only applies to third generation computers 

IIand does not address the implementation 'of miéroprocessors which can be expect 

to  have a different effect on labour usage and labour saving. The labour re-

quirement for the construction of microprocessors is critically affected by 

chip technology. The proportion of bought yin - inputs is Probably higher for 

microprocessors, and their source is -pretty much restricted today to Silicon 

Valley. 	Hence the labour creation component is probably concentrated .  in the 

U.S. and may be quite small. But because.microprocessors encourage decentra-

lized processing, it may well be that the job creation component of micropro- 

cessor applicaticins will take place in Canada instead of abroad, as was likely 

the  rasA for th'ird r,enPration comnfiters. . 	. . 	. 	 . 
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but tend to stiggest that up to now-the introduction t of computers has 

only had a minor effect, If at all on the demand for labour. :. However, 

significant changes in the occiipational distribution of labour has -  taken 
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2.7 Summary of Major  Findings and Conclusion 	. 

There are a number of . broad conclusionrwhich can be 
!e.ce,d 

drawn from this partof . the paper: They pertain to the impact of: 

the new information technology on emploYment in the short and the long 

'run, as welI as to the interpretation of the ; empiticalfindings 

which are,available to  date on  this subject. ' 

First of, it appears that we can reject with some degree . 

of confidence the proposition that the new information technology will 
• 

ineritably lead to permanent and massive unemployment, bôth on the ground 

that it does not necessarily have .a strong labour-saving.biasand that 

equilibrating adjustments in . the production procesarWill take plaCe 

through factor Input substitution and capital accummulation over time. 

However, serious dislocationoan nevertheless take place 
Liburyl 

in the short and medium tee if stronglylabour.rsaving.applications of the 

new technology are introduced very rapidly and if adjustments are sluggish. 

, 	Whether this will actually takg-place will depend on the speed 

of diffusion of the new technology; the'speed of adjustment mechanisms • 

'as well. as on developments not directly related to the introduCtion'of the 

new technology ,, bût which may be expected te have a strong impact_on 

employment, such.as  business'eycle,fluctuation, changes. in consumption 

patterns or further significantAncreases in-the cost of energy.' . 

The empirical evidence available to date is rather. limited 
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place and it can be expected that the new information technology will 

have a different effect on different occupational groups. 

• Further research is required to determine whether these • 

 preliminary results based essentially on the introduction of second 

and third generation computers can be extended to microprOcessors. 	. 

There are reasons to believe that this may not be the case. Moreover, 

there is a distinct possibility that the negative  impact of computers 

on employment has been so small up . to  now that it has not been detected 

by the rather crude methods which have been used in estimating this 

• effect. 	 • 
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POlicy Issues 	• 	• • 	 • 
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:7.1 Introduction . 

Technology has played a .crucial role in man's efforts . 
- 	- 	'15•• i t: 1..1 -1 •4 o ,C0n4 tr,'“ e --4).'c(c 	.; r% 

— , 

to improve his  standard of living  and eizdezsetrzf razte 
• • . 	 . 

future, xelerelunr-mrar. .,-, diteàkgie rjearzzaiziz - 

. .[eckmoloqy 	.(eitzlively 	 ,e;..ge'C. e. 
pastOas beençtrà=teeie,f; '.< .4...t- .e..e.pweempe : - ,,,nettodeomàmigetand ee - 

etlimeilm› unmalleable o pmemeeeeeeey. Man has had to •  

adapt to technology for these reasons. aciesznateàenzegmarigmear- Pecoev«', 
rhzty ult h 	; 

itUze2=3:EtellirntirereiM=M entered an age where technology is .no 	. 

longer scarce; an age where man can intelligently choose -  how he 

wants to live and can then develop the technology .for designing . • 

this society? If this is the case, it Means that : signigiçant.  changes 

are in store for the way our society.oPerateS„ economically socially • 

and politically. 

0,1n-re 

e  g re s 	17 

In the previous Sections ofour paper,:we examined  the 

dncreasing role information, and information technology.is  playing in 4live- 
4i-,e pc; s 	bl 	ell pa tt CA errs Pi')/,` ‘1,-e.t • 	 ..00/1/Gr 

Canadian economyA In this section,.we wish to ymbygèktit ickkimtebiseedisioesvs 
• el•Q. cpee,qt) 

oe choicest/ Canada frompocial, economic and.politidal perspectiveb Th 	-lieu 

Ireu will examine industrial development policy  issues,  economic and- 

social.policy issues as well as international issues-sm*mvtremeewleaseef 
L'110:1 	 ec,e; 	edep:1-1-d 

guke-t.m..ee4>in an effort to assessAtrbmmemuimmeiCanada Imp and examinè. 

- 	u(e., qf 	
.

•

. 	 . 	 . 

f me> policy instruments 	its disposal for making choices and. achieving 

.social objectives in the information economy.. • 	• ' 	• 	. 
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11)twfve/) 
The governments of several western countriesk including Japan are 

i)eveLopment _tissues 

1 el "Ihj.£ 	 , 
In t444Apaper i.Je have observed that tee .information cummammie• 

PU i ,•..•;/yy 

calmImmm=m= p•aye an,limportant role in the agricultural, manufacturing and e Ue“ 
services'sectors. These seétors are also.vuinerable to'the mg=ii of electronic 

technology which is at the heart of the information process. Because:this - 

, • cp,4 	 11 
technology promises higher puoductivityligher taw} output  for these séctOrs, • 

it will'offer benefits to produCers and to the whole economy.  if this . is  diffused ' 
II 

, 
optimally throughout the economy. A second force which will 'cause  this  

O s.eric e__ 	
. 	Ilr diffusion or this . push is that of .international competition.ÉteMeteSSE 'Canada 

O 	 ... 	, 	dcrnesfg*C. 	.o 
.. 

11 
has an open economy eire—..mîmerre economic activity is-highly . sensitive tà 

Canada's comparative advantage. Generally speaking, Canada's.economy . is best.suited 
- 1-11 É. i n A ,..., 4.41' en. n.,-,..1 d i ç-eci x i •,,, e4 -{he's -1- ec i ciy  . 	., 

to the use of market incentives to Promote ttiu-,.."„ etzeltiarrkeezuziatept 
. 	„ 

II 

pursuing policies which directly or indirectly promote industrial development 
II- 

in and related to the information technology sector. These Countries use tax 

incentives to stimulate investment, diminish risk, promote research and 

 development and attract foreign'suppliers to establish within the domestic 

economy. Some pursue tariff protection and government procurement policies 

and awareness of this new technology. Choice of policies would appear tà 

depend upon the specific developmental strategy of each country. 	. 

Canada must also examine its role in the information industry 

°itself. We have observed-the strategies of the governments of France, Germany 	• 

and the United Kingdon in fostering thé development of the data processing 
11 

industry through the manufacturing of mainfname computers. We might also ask. 

11 

( 1.10-lif-"1"  s e ( 4 t 0x.,(1( 	 ° 	
11 

can specialize ineardware and Ztutneme applications for large .or small 

reltticet.  a t 

11 

rncik 	f . • 

while many plar,Ole education and exchange programs designed to diffuse knowledge 	II 

ourselves what prospects-Canada has in this regard. Canada, as  other countries, 

would appear to have several options. First, Canada can develop:a hardware 

ind-ustrv, `:enteLti:einenemeed-±e !Iier 	 Second, Canada 
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e Suo e1,1 • 
systems'egar the domestic.and .  foreign markets. - Third,'Canada can pursue a 

strategy.which emphasizes the role  infrastructure  will play in the-information. 

economy. me riAgilwl.trter 	 newv ■ Ipult,11'...r...,...-•t*:11••.' , 	 .r .' W • 1 

, t leii(cd)lc, ref' Canadal r=ne-n ., I 	. 
I 

on them in such a way chat it takes  maximum  advantage of natural linkages 

ikage.temormQ1=eve. 
c4.. 	I, 	 1 . •Ct 

The second and thitdec=mmmeàiwoêld.appear.to  be que 	 fn e4 f :  
v 

'Llbmeciumues=4, 3, Canada must recognize,her strengths and bijil 

15. IbÏ CM, Z.732U e‘-jr 

in the econoMy. Many of the  instrumehts suggested above.such as. tax' 

.incentives for investment and ft&D, education and procurement Tolicy„ are 

important éleMénës of'thistrategy as well. 	drearet aP 

Will.  t fletertfebMitpen.- 	ir 	te., tit 

Récent . developments in computers and communications promise to 

bring_to the consuming public and business alike the benefits  of  immediate 

access:te a large variety of information services such_as publishing, library 

services, neWs services, stock market quotations:to name a few.  In the very 

near  future t Canada will witness the development of informationnetworks 

telneZelnitgie 

'accessible through cable, telephone and radio. These networks will enable 

citizens  •and organizations to access larqe data bases of,public and private 

information. Information  suppliers would be able to sell information at 

price te an.intermediary who would then market it to the customer.1, Other 

types of services will'also be eg.available such as banking and postal 

services and educational andentertainment services. The governments of seVeral 

European:countries - are currently pursuing market trials te determine the marketability: 

of suchservices as these and the results to date areencouraging.' 

g 
The imminent introduction -  of new services such as these cayses' 

one to cae reflect on  their potential to 1isplacetir 'create employment. It • 

raises .‘E> questions as to the impacts of such an emerging industry  on the 

older.industry it replaces. Will the established industries adapt to the new 

technology or'' will . they .  be  destroyed by it? The market structure  of the 

. 	. .ccx 
existing industries could be'radiPeeàdiy:altered,if' the transition is'verY great.' 
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This causes one to re,...u.2.-m•:.-,;me-  c-!hether zk.. - -1.jFE;e cari  be designed 

• 
meemmti= taking full advantage of market forces. 

.1-ke 
• Inf..ormation technology is a forée which, eszkeelb affecting production • 

and dc...cision .making processes themselves , can transform the whole 'structure of •. 

industry. These 'ef fects are specu1ati9e. at this time but  we  can identify see 
1 e 16,4 	ly I e, ■ pc, /4(10 en es 	4j 	f ui  11  

tW 0t=iii."44i-IMM'Erifb. One troinfer,1 tend to create or destroy economies of 

scale •and therefore represents an important factor tending .:to .  raise or lower • 
026  (1 	‘2. Ç. 	 //urea r 

barriers to entry as rae-i 	 or 'decrease competition. This set of 

forces could lead to extreme economic concentration or it could diminish it. 

eu( 1r ,,  Pe(  1  could L)e• • 

to centralize -,-or decentralize..economic 	- 

activity. at the corporate and industry levels. This •g=t would tend .to aggreavate - 

regional disparities .or to diminish them. These t,idei.ei f,l,ginee: 	are 
•-1-0 	c;,,,-,•,••;eier , ci 

important facto 	in developing an induStrial strategy _for Canada.; Canada' s 

relatively' small economy, -distributed over a very large geographical area, • 

would appear vulnerable to the forces of increased economies of scale and 

centralization. timtxiurznftecrautijnitti.jammieukaienxtigsdrizoremair • 

nt:e.n.te .... 	 re, lAktuCie.. ,S•est Yas).442.41ifèr.e..ht•eil ...P1.14<ou • •1,  '■•••••••tatiA.,..01.• 	 •7■0. 4., 
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- Employment, Productivity-and Output 
• 

There is-an apparent contradiction tmmulimmegegramene4 • 
CenCe 	eicprt-i4cé b y r n 	A c, j 

leue2eitne.., on  the  one hand, ttleindttikiet tmla). 
. t1;11 CMcfe 

the increasing number  of werkers in the information sector riegullb, 

.,(ct1(.4rn .£1 1)014 	 c,r 
on the other, eDthefimpact - on productivity s2ffentWpeeleltà,e'infor.-- çé"t 

mOtiontechnolegy. Both could be occurint siMultaneously if 

structural shifts:Were taking plaee within the information sector 

with productiVity incteases coming from'the introdUctibn of:infor-

mation technology and productivity dècreases otcuring in comple-

mentary activities or areas not directly or currently affected by . 

this-technology. There is widesPréad agreement that  the intro-

duction of. new technology has increased' productiVity and output 

botb in quality and quantity in banking and business . generally, 

In a time of - high inflation, this is particularly important for 

it acts as a force to diminish the éffects of inflation on indivi- 
. 

duals and businesses. Inflationary and competitiOn forces in the 

economy,wilraceeleratethe introduction  Of new teChnology. We - 

, 	,. 	. 
might askourselves-if accelerating this diffnsion process is a 

• reasonable goal of-governeméntjas an instrument for increasing 

productivity and improving  the comparative àdvantage of - Canadian 

industry. This  has already been discussèd preViously under the ' 

industrial-development issues. In this section; the.specific 

goal of increased productivity and output is - one which is generally - 

accepted as a legitimate responsibility of governement and one 

• 
- which government.pursues through fiscal and montitary policy-  at 

the-macro level  and thé. provision of indentives at the micro level. 
• 

We  have seen>that, contrary to the views of.many, 

permanently_high lèvels of - unemployment are unlikely to result - from 
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the transitions toward, informatisation occuring in the economy but 
nev4rikekli. 

that seriàus temporary dislocations are4possible-depending upon 

rqk • 
the 	of  .introduction of new technology. We have also suggested 

the use of policy instruments to accelerate'the diffusion process 

in order to achieve such goals as higher productivity  and output

as well as to'remain competitive with our  trading  partners. 

Should this strategy succeed, it could result in serious disloca-

tions in employment, however, and unless other policy instruments 

were used to minimize these adverse effects, any gains made from 

increased productivity could be lost. What instruments are available 

to ensure that the transitions in labour markets'occur smoothly? 

A NYNOeN cl 
Uefffielp,_ügeeettst  important instruments It> education eamesui. 

f mes 
Teegyil incentiveteldevised -  for labour and industry. Retraining 

programs could be provided from public funds. Incentives to relocate 

could be devised and educational programs could be developed to 

help overcome the adverse psychological effects of job and career 

change. There is an enormous latitude for using tax incentives 

aimed at business and industry , for providing on-the-job retraining 

programs for those whose jobs are in jeopardy. Finally, it will 

probably be the responsibility of government to ensure that displaced 

workers are reallocated to the serVices sector of the économy and 

that jobs are created to absorb these. There is a potential that 

the services sector, particularly the personal health and social 

segmants will absorb much  of the dislocation. 

eZePe=nraPasilnlitrales=cremzImeMns 	 Ttnt 

rplaumuleAdumbarttememommulimmQaP 
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a report tàendustry, 'Trade 
(1) 

Stephen Peitchinis eee 

and Commerce"makes several policy. recommendations.baSed-on a survey 

fechni(a(" 
he conducted on the effects of teellr.ergdagice change • on  educational 

and skill requirements in Canadian industry .. He. makes the follOwing , 

conclusions: 
• 

"...for the nearifuture organizationa,anticipate 
that 60,percent of employees,mill reqùire an 
increase in technical knowledge .(aS oppoSed to 
only 18 percent  in the recent past)...considera-
:tion should be given tothequestion of - government 
participation...in retraining programmes....People 
withhigh deàrees Of specifietechnical knowledge 	- 
are eing to be rendered increasinglyobsolete: 
Therefore the ability to , graspmewideas and 
flexibility to adapt to newlmowledge are "paramOunt 

,requireménts,..it is recommended that governments 
continue tà place education high on the social 
policy prierities list..-,An investigation should be 
undertaken to.determine the reasons for the decision 
'to oPt out of fundamental  research (in Canada) 	 
,qt is reCommended, - therefore,that government • 	• 
'initiate consultations with indUstry and the univer-
sities for the purpose of developing a,series pfpro-
.grammes for intermediate and high level manageMent 
:personnel, to be offered continuously .at a number of 
.institutions." 



Social and Cultural Issues  

There are  hose who view the interaction ôf'technology 

and .society as one eventuallY leading:to cultural disaster while 

»thers take a.iltopian vieW emphasizing those aspects oftechnology 

which liberate man-from undesirable labour and TrOvide him with 

the freedàm and the means to choose and design a 'society which 

harnesses his , most creative energy.' 'The former emphasize the' 

de-humanization of man'causéd by world.increasingly dominated. 

,by machines. They Toint als6 tnthe inCreasing - vulnerability of — 

society to strikes, sabotage, invasion  of privacy' information 

overload,' alienation - and-stress and suggest as-:evidence the 

increasing number of individuals who are Voluntarily opting out 

of society. ' 

of- 
, 

The optimistsemphasize the positive impacVitechnology 

On soéiety such as higher productivity, 'output an4 wealth, 'increased .  

leisure-and,the pursuit of more creative endeavors. They believe . 

in man's ability tà control and shape his social .  system. 

A'léss - extreme interpretation of these two views can 

ariv er■ • 
• be described by the belief in a technology-uggeen future and a 

drivers 
policygrieVuture. A technology-ebeà'future reflects the 

• more pessimistic view that man is dominated by technology and must 
• tic 

sùbmit to It. The pOlicy-arfuture reflects the -more:optimistic 

view that man's future will be - decided by himself on theq)asis 

of informed choice. In the latter -vieW, our deMocratic system of - 

government has an important role to play in determining the kind-

of future we want and howwe will' use•  technology .  to achiéve.it., 

The information economy would appear to have an important role to 
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play in thiS democratic process. As  well, there, may be oimportant 

role.for Private and public  policy making organizations as well  as  

for individuals informulating problemS, educating the public, 

gathering information and impleMenting decisions which make our 

social system truly .deMocratic. 

The emergence  of the information economy and information 

mani 	. 
social and 'cultural Auéstions. In a 

society which is: information,intenSive, accesS to,this information  

becomes an important politiOal  question for this could be a force 

to create as well as to diminish,social..inequality in the same way 

that employment andopportunity creates wealth and income equality. 
fire, 

Will accessAbe regarded as the right of every.individuar Will suck - 

access MEnMglilegereM> be priced, and, -if so, according to what - 

rules? Will*the quality and accuracy of information' be *important 

enough tO.limit its utility? . Will priyacy and security,aspects - 

cause concern to society? Can the rights to information property 

be proteeted so - that those producing and supplying.information can 

gain remuneration for their .efforts? How effective will copyright 

laws be? None-of these .questions can yet be answered .  However, 

théy j.pose ultimate  questions  relating to the control and regulation 

of information in the economy. Although free-market'forces woùld - 

appear to be performing the regulatory functions satisfactorily 

currently, there is little doubt that Canada, like . other nations, 

willisoon.haVe to develnp an information  policy whiCh'adresses. 

-these problems. 

r industries  raises 
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International  Policy Issues  

Canada's economy.is an 'openecOnomy'dependent - on the  

export of some 25-30 percent of its gross national product. Canada's ' 

• • 

competitive.advantage would deteriorate rapidly if other trading' 

nptions wereto achieve too great a lead.in  the development and 
• 

• .Ir-(  r k-r11 

application of new  Lie- 	.erm-technolOgy.', The results for Canada 

Would.be  •a deterioration in &lee standard of living., Other inchistria- 

lized  nations in the , west.and Japan are' pursuing 'policies designed -- 

to maintain_and.enchance their Competitive position.: Should 

Canada do the same? 	 ' 

• ,Canada would appear to havé little choice but to pursue 

those policies which can maintain' its competitive  position in inter-

national .markets. This is particularly true in the : resource-based 

industries •where Canada already. 

tive advantage.  At the  same time, Canada should reflect on those 

sectors of industry in which a comparative advantage could bé 

developed by adopting'new technology and providing dncentives to 

domestic and foreign suppliers to establish within Canada'. This 

is especially true of - manufacturing industries. If new technology 

reduces the agegme-of scale in certain manufacturing'industries, 

for'example, - this could provide Canadian industry with,an unusual 
, • 
4.11Aic Pcsi./i0 ,‘An 

opportunity to 	 ; 	international markets. In other 

e 	- 
indtistries,• such as main frame computprs and television  sets,  there 

would appear little opportunity to. improve Canada's  prospects for  

international trade. 

eM f r.9 , d9 
The 	rs 	importance of international data networks 

is , a major concern to industry, governMents  and  individuals in 

many countries. Besides carryin confidential and private infor- 

mation concerning individuals, these networks carryAata:whiCh'are • 

.; 	 • 



economy benefits.through the production, processing . , distribution 

suppliers_. pffer a specialized, and more economical_Saryice to.the 

• «la 

I i 

becoming of increasingly economic importance. The domestic 

and'consumption of information., When data processing  services  - 

are imported, they displace the employment of domestic'resources 
e 	- 

smch as labour., Zrk_Lmporting Such services isA euivalent to 

importing unemployment:I On thé other hand, whère the foreign 

.domeatic industry, this benefits theAomeatic ,  econômy. The danger . 

tà the Canadian economy iS that having such a large proportion of branch 

• plants Cf foreign firms, these may,,as a matter of policy and not 
. 	. 

of economics, have their procesSing done outside Canada)  thereby 

depriving the Canadian economy of these benefits. This has already 

caused concern to governments especially those - in Europe,where 

regulations'are being considered to control this flow. • 



Conclusions  

The - Canadian economy•isgradually being -,  transformed 

into an information e.conomy on which a greater proportiOn - of the 

) 
labour  force andef all economic activity will depend to an .increasing - 

degree. Although research  efforts  to measure the extent of impact are 

by no.means complete, thete . are signs that - the Concerns of,many that: . 

the trends CZOEIEWMF115 1  

are not justified -. 

	

may generate high  levais of permanent unemployment 	. 
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Imeteme, temporary .  emplOyment dislocation s  ;;  
e i: i ,-,4:,' ,,-,,,.1..., e,-, -4 c ,,,,,t e:.2./  , if s r'ae: 0 f:"  c(;((:/i i crn ciy,11 Co 

occur depending upon the 
e ç eteijuxh-ne.,1- 

y■ D  
Public policy instruments are available to minimi'ze any adverse 

effects, however. 

We have also concluded that Canada will have.no alterna-

tive but to adopt appropriate measures designed to harness this 

technology if Canada wishes to maintain high  'living standardsand 

to maintain and improveits standards of international competi- 

tiveness. 

The longer term consequences of the - "information 

revolution" and the "microprocessor revollition" -  could mean-Unusually ' 

great opportunitieà for business and individuals to improve 

Canada's standarde,of living but ,eO also posesa serious challenge, 

to domestic.industry and governments te create an environment in t.,:4:t-t. 

employment transitions are achieved with a minimum of adverse, • • 

affects. The question of the extent of government involvement in 

the transition period will - be the sUbject of intense  debate. 

1 
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